


Editor’s note:

I’ve made a Bookmark index for this parts list. You can reveal and use this by clicking on the ‘Show/Hide 
Navigation Pane’ icon at the top of the screen, or on the double-arrow gizmo near the bottom left of the 
screen. You’ll then see an index, some of it nested. If you click on one of these Bookmarks you will be 
taken directly to the drawing which illustrates the section named in the Bookmark.

This poses a certain navigation problem, because you can’t, on a normal-sized computer monitor, show 
the picture and text simultaneously, in the way the printed original does with facing pages. I suggest that 
you go to the drawing, and from there into the text.  If you wish to return to the drawing you can use the 
Bookmark to do so, then the ‘Back’ button to get you back to where you were in the text if you need to 
return.

In the interests of clarity and economy of space I’ve occasionally shortened the names Citroën gave to the 
sections, but generally I’ve tried to remain faithful to the slightly idiosyncratic original. Likewise with the 
order. The logic of the division into sections is sometimes mysterious, but with luck the Bookmarks will 
help you find what you are looking for! I’ve certainly found that they permit me to find things much 
more quickly.

Please e-mail me with any errors or omissions you find - and with any suggestions for improving these 
documents.

This document was scanned by Poul Christensen for free public use.  If you paid for it you were ripped 
off!

tony@you-me-and-us.com



NUMBERING
It may amuse or interest you to know that the part numbers contain some coded information:
Part numbers beginning with the following letters indicate the vehicle for which the part was first developed:

A original 375 cc 2CV 1949-59
AK AK 350 and AK 400 van, Acadiane 1963-87
AM Ami 6, 8 and Super
AT 2CV 4 x 4 Sahara 1963-66
AU 375 cc Van
AW Sahara 1958-63
AY Original 425 Dyane
AYA 435 Dyane (and Méhari)
AYB 602 Dyane
AZ 425 cc 2CV
AZU 425 Van 1954-75
CX ? CX (normally M)
D indicates parts designed for the DS prior to October 1955
DS indicates parts for the DS post Oct. '55
DJF DS Break
DV ID19/D Spécial
DX DS21 or 23
GX GS
GYB
HG
HY H-van
ZC, ZD, ZF More recent model-independent codes



Then there are several number series:

5
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26
75, 79
94, 95, 96
I don't know of a logic behind these.  Please let me know if you do!
The numbering scheme started off *really* simple and logical.  For example:

AM 211 204 A is the number for the distributor cam on late 2CV's.
AM means it was first introduced on the Ami.
211 is the distributor
204 is the distributor cam
A is the first revision.

Please feel free to share this with other enthusiasts around the world. I can't stop you, but I would really rather 
that copies were given, rather than sold (except for the reasonable cost of making a copy if you pass it on in Disk 
form).

Do please report errors or suggestions to me at tony@you-me-and-us.com

Enjoy!
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